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FACULTY HIRING
(Thanks to Dean Anderson, and
Professors Niles, O'Brien,
Sullivan, and Van Dyke for
their interview time.
Ideally,
alZ those involved in the
issues of faculty hiring would
have been consulted for this
article.
However, because of
Zimited time, Law News limited
its interviewing to the above
representatives. Law News
encourages comment on the
topic jrom other persons involved or interested in faculty hiring here at Hastings).

JULI E BANNERMAN
prominence.
The vestige of this
approach is strong today, but
weakening.
Dean Anderson, far
more than Dean Snodgrass, is
deferent to the recommendation
of the appointments committee.
The Committee
itself shows
increased concern to recruit
younger members, as well as
women and minority members.
What are the biggest
problems in faculty hiring
today?
First of all, the 65
Club is still a priority in
hirinq emphasis.
Professor

NUMBERS GAME:

LAW JOURNAL

EXPOSED
The following statistics
represent data submitted by 44
Law Journal members.
The purpose of the informal study was
to see if there is any corrolation between LSAT scores and
law school performance.
The data was plugged into
the computers at HewlettPackard, ｾｩｴｨ＠
the following
results:
1)
2)

3)

Facu lty at Work
There is no question that
faculty hiring at Hastings is
in a state of flux.
Exactly
where it will head is not
clear, but undoubtedly there
is a trend toward more active
recruit.ent of younger faculty
.e.bers and a greater systematization of hiring procedures.
Currently, the most
active forces in faculty hiring
are Dean Anderson and the
Faculty Appointments Co.mittee
on hiring.
The current
Committee chairman is Professor
Niles.
His colleagues ' are
Professors Boyer and Sullivan,
both prior chairmen, and '
Professors O'Brien and Barrow.
The latter two are not members
of the 65 Club.
An understanding of
faculty hiring at Hastings is
impossible without an historical context.
Originally,
when Hastings was a small
force in legal education,
hiring rested with the Dean;
Dean Snodgrass, an autocrat in
practice and reputation,
played the dominant role in
faculty hiring.
With Snodqrass
was born the idea of recruitinq distinquished retirees
from other law schools.
The
resultinq 65 Club played a
major, (and commendable) role
in boosting Hastings reputatioD
as a. school of national

Sullivan, as Chairman for the
past two years, stressed "revitalization" of the 65 Club
as a top priority of his
Committee.
As a result,
several outstanding scholars
and Deans will be coming to
Hastings during the next five
years.
Among those scheduled
to come are Professors
Jennings and Riesenfeld from
Boalt, former Michigan Dean
Lockhardt, former Cornell Dean
Forrester, Professor Hancock
from Stanford, Professors
ｾ｡ｬｭ･ｲ＠
and Broder from Michigan, and former Justice Arthur
Goldberg.
Furthermore, the Hastings
Board of Directors voted to
keep 65 Club faculty at 60% of
all Hasting's faculty.
The
Committee is bound to that
figure.

(cont'd on back

ｾ｡ｧ･Ｉ＠
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Median LSAT score:
687.5
(mean:
679.955)
Median undergraduate GPA
(38 numbers submitted) 3.34
(mean:
84.3468)
Median Hastings GPA (41
numbers submitted):
84.4
(mean:
84.3468)

LSAT scores ranged from
500 to 770.
10 % of the scores
were below 600.
40 % of the
scores were above 700.
Undergraduate GPA's
ranged from 2.0 to 3.9, the
vast majority being between
3.3 and 3.4.
Law school grades ranged
from 75 to 89.
The majority
fell between 83.0 and 85.5.
The median LSAT score for
this year's entering class is
649.
The median undergraduate
GPA is 3.49.
Caveat:
Not to be used
by ETS to prove anything!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ｐｏｓｔｾｗａｅｒｇ＠

REFORM FORUM

The Earl Warren Legal
Institute of the University
of California, Berkeley, will
sponsor this year a series of
evening public forums on the
theme, Post-Watergate Reform:
Some Concrete Proposals.
The
first forum of the
series,
addressed to a key proposal
put forward by the Senate
Watergate Committee, will be
on the subject:
The Permanent
Special Prosecutor and Other
Accountability Alternatives.
It will be held Monday · evening
November 18 at 8:00 p.m. in
Booth Auditorium on the first
floor of the Boalt Hall School
of Law and will be open to the
general public, admission free.
The featured speaker for
the November 18 forum will be
Lloyd N. Cutler, Esq., a
member of the Washington, D.C.
law firm of Wilmer, Cutler and
Pickering.
Mr. Cutler, an
authority on constitutional
law, was active in the
development of the proposed
"Public P':"osecutor, with
jurisdiction to try . cases of
alleged commission of crimes
by officers or employees of
the Federal Government and
crimes involving Federal
elections.
Mr. Cutler is a
former Chairman of the section
on Individual Rights and
Responsibilities of the
American Bar Association and
former Chairman of the District
of Columbia Commission on the
Administration of Justice
under Emergency Conditions and
served as Executive Director
of the National Commission on
the Causes and Prevention of
Violence.
Commentators for the
Forum will be Paul J. Mishkin,
Professor of Law, Boalt Hall,
University of California, and
Nelson W. Polsby, Professor
of Political Science,
University of California.
Moderating will be Kenneth F.
Phillips. Associate Director
of the Earl Warren Legal
Institute.
Paul J. Mishkin, an
early proponent of an office
of public prosecutor, is
currently developing draft
legislation and annotative
and scholarly materials in
this area.
Prof. Mishkin is
co-author of On Law and
Courts (1965) and The Federal
Courts and The Federal System
(1973) .

kenneth F. Phillips is
Associate Director of the
Earl Warren Legal Institute
and Director of the Institutes
National Housing and Economic
Development Law Project.
He
was formerly Special Assistant to the Administrator of
the U.S. Agency for
International Development and
was a member of the San
Francisco law firm of Feldman,
Waldman and Kline.

Editor: John McNellis
Nelson W. Polsby is the
author of several books on the Managing Editor:
Congress and on the
Rod Wickers
Presidency, the most recent
of which is Political Promises: Associate Editors:
Essays and Commentary on
Piper Cole
American Politics, published
Paul Gordon
this year by Oxford
Jeff Gates
University Press.
Prof.
Rory Jensen
Polsby is currently leading
Garrett Olney
an interdisciplinary faculty
Michael Bankowski
seminar on the subject of
the American political system
Special Contributor:
after Watergate.
Libbe Stroube

FEDERAL LAW JOB OPPORTUNITIES
LISTED IN NEW ABA PUBLICATION
The American Bar
Association booklet cataloging law job possibilities with
the federaJ ｾＰｶ･ｲｮｴＬ＠
"Federal Government Legal
Career Opportunities," will be
available in January.
ABA Law Student Division
members will receive a free
copy upon request.
Others
may purchase a copy by sending
a check for $3 to:
ｃｩｲ｣ｵｬ｡ｴｯｾ＠
Department, American Bar
Association, 1155 E. 60th St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60637.
The
check should be made out to:
The American Bar Association
Law Student Division.
The booklet is described
in the ABA news release of
Oct. 25.
This note is being
sent to answer inquiries
that have arisen about the
cost and availability of the
booklet.
ATTENTION INFLATION-RIDDEN
ｖｅｔｾ＠

If you were "serving
honorably" between October 1,
1972 and December 3J. ＱＹＷＲｾ＠
Uncle Sam has a nice surprise
in store for you.
Remember
when "Former President" Nixon
decided to bite the inflation
bullet by postponing a federal
pay raise for three months?
Well, somebody must have
challenged it because the
bureaucracy reversed field
and in April of 1974 an
executive order authorized
payment-for those three
months.
All you need to do is
send your name, social
security number, service
number, branch of ｾ･ｲｶｩ｣＠
and
current mailing address to
the appropriate finance
center.
For all of the old
salts the Navy address is:
Department of the Navy
Navy Finance Center (c2)
A.J. Celebreeze Fed. Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio 44199
Spread the word and
share the wealth.
I t ' l l help
with the long wait for an
increase in the G.I. Bill
benefits.
It really works!
I already have my check.

STAFF
Julie Bannerman
Doug Elliott
Greg Fox
Mike Kelly

Marcia Tuggle
Ron Walker
A. M. Young
Lizbeth Lyons

Arlene Rosenthal

GRADING SELECTION
Some first-year students
picked up exam numbers before
forms were ready for choosing
the Four Tier versus the
American grading system at the
Registrar's office.
Those
involved should apply for the
forms without delay if they
want the four tier system.
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
EXAMINATION
Commencing in February,
1974, all applicants for
admission to practice law in
California will be required
to pass a "Professional
Responsibility Examination"
which will be administered
and graded as a separate
and distinct part of the
attorneys' examination for
which some attorney applicants
are eligible and of the final
bar examination required of
all other applicants.
The "Professional
Responsibility Examination"
will be offered in conjunction with the administration
of the other portion of the
final bar examination and
the attorneys' examination
and at two additional times
each year - not less than 30
or more than 90 days after
the administration of each
of the general bar
examinations.
Applicants for
attorneys' examinations or
general bar examination to
be administered after Feb.,
1975 will normally have the
opportunity to take the
"Professional Responsibility
Examination" before taking
other portions of the
examination.
Details of the
eligibility, application and
fee requirements for the
"Professional Responsibility
Examination" are contained in
Rules XI and XII of the Rules
Regulating Admission to
Practice Law in California.
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ASH
Delayed by a late start,
discussion at the ASH Council
meeting of 6 November centered
on the finances of the Councilwhere it comes from and where
it goes.
The Financial Committee
reported that budget requests
by various organizations were
"15-20%" above last year's
requests, but the student fee
fund was about the same.
The recommendations for
｡ｬｯ｣ｴｩｾｮｳ＠
were to be made
by Treasurer Ken Halperin and
the Finance Committee to the
ASH Council for its approval
before the November 15 beginning of the fiscal year.
Representatives of various organizations must meet with members
of the Finance Committee and
the final proposed allocations
will not be ready for the ASH
Council until November 18.
Unmentioned by Ash Council
President was the absence of
Treasurer Ken Halperin from his
second straight meeting, an
offense which warrants removal
of class representatives.
Organizations which need checks
signed by the Treasurer seem
unhappy with him as at least
two groups have left strongly
worded requests for action on
their financial needs.
Intramural sports director
Phil Welsh requested and was
granted $25.00 to put the
evening Volleyball-in-the
Commons program into play.
Evening use of the Commons,
especially intPnded, to supplement the meager women's
sports program, was approved
by the administration as a
ｲｾｳｵｬｴ＠
of Welsh's ｬ･ｧｷｯｲｾＮ＠
The ASH Council promised
money to insure that sufficient
playing equipment is available.

HANDBOOK Of
IIORE THAN

ｌａ｜ｾ＠
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Whether the allocation
was to come from this year's
or next year's budget was
unclear, and, as Treasurer
Halperin was absent, inquiries
as the status of the Treasury
went unanswered.
Likewise
no one present knew how revenues from the electronic pong
machines in the Commons,
marked by the ASH Council for
Arts and Recreation Committee,
were to be collected, how
much derived from the machines
or where in fact the money
was going.
This raised the question
of the status of the Food (or
St'udent)' Services Committee
which seems to have some
control over the machines.
This committee advises Dean
Anderson on matters having to
do with the contract with
Guckenheimer Enterprises which
serves lunch and breakfast in
the Commons.
Student members of this
committee appear to be responsible to the Dean alone, although some ASH Council
members believe that the Dean
had pledged to at least clear
with the ASH President all
student appointments to administrative committees.
In other matters ASH
President Paul Wilcox asked
that students return the forms
asking about student preferences for facilities to be
housed in the projected building across Hyde Street.
A suggestion by Professor
Cox that informal studentfaculty receptions be held was
ｲ･ｦｾＬ＠
at the suggestion of
Terre Rushton, to the StudentFaculty Relations Committee.
An inquiry into the copy
machine situation brought the
response that PAD was making
every effort to keep them in
working order despite apparent
deliberate vandalism.
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NEW LOCA liON
COME BY AND SEE OUR NEW STORE,
MEET OUR SALES PEOPLE, AND WOK
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SEASON - - WEEK-END RENTAL
RATES FOR WHOLE PACKAGE
ONLY $7.00

MOOT COURT
NAIIONAL COMPETITION
(Recall, in the November 4th
issue of HLN, Ken Peterson,
Scott Bridges and Priscilla
Wheeler travelled to Los
Angeles, 30 & 31 October, for
the Regionals of the National
Moot Court Competition.)
Priscilla Wheeler and Ken
Peterson, having been selected
to present the Oral argument
for Hastings College of the
Law, came away feeling
satisfied overall.
Suffering
their only loss to USC, the
eventual Regional Winners,
their brief scored second
highest in the competition.
The Orals were organized in
four, single elimination
rounds -- two each day of the
competition.
The first two
rounds were before Los
Angeles Superior Court Judges;
the second day's rounds were
before primarily Ninth Circuit
Federal District Judges.
Prior to the orals, each team
sent a brief to Los Angeles.
By the time they arrived for
the orals, the briefs were
graded and Hastings had
finished second to Golden
Gate.
But because Golden
Gate's brief was a Respondent'E
brief, both Hastings' and
Golden Gate's briefs were
distributed to the judges for
their perusal during the
competition.
Also, a bench
brief had been sent from New
York to help some of the
judges traverse unfamiliar
areas of the law.
The first round for Hastings
pitted Priscilla and Ken
against an excellent team
from the University of San
Diego.
In fact, but for a
penalty, the San Diego team
would have lost by a mere
two-tenths of a percentage
point.
The second round was
less than satisfactory.
Though Priscilla fought to
overcome a cold, the team
felt that absent a misplaced
time extension, they had won
the battle.
Unfortunately,
the rebuttal argument by
USC was extended twice by the
judges--perhaps the
difference in the round
Scott Bridges, who for the
most part, observed at the
orals, felt that the competition was so close that any
team could have won all the
marbles. His only disappointment was that the single
elimination aspect left the
teams losing to USC wondering
who the second place team
really was.

APPENDICES AIID II,MY /lORE:'

Jun

PuN

PRICE -

!SHED

$49.50

LAKE'S LAW BOOKS
138

ST.lSM FRMCISCO, CAL. 94102
,_IS) 863-2900

ItcAu.IITER

It was undoubtedly disappointing to lose after having put
so much preparation into the
event.
But for Ken, Priscilla
and Scott, there were no
regrets--they had represented
themselves and Hastings well.
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I NTERNA TIONAL HOTEL STRUGGLE
Tenants of the
International Hotel at 848
Kearny St. are fighting
eviction in a renewed battle
against its invisible owners.
Previous unsuccessful attempts
by the hotel's former owner
to evict tenants, mostly
elderly Phi lippino men,in 1969
were viewed by tenant and
landlord alike as a temporary
victory for tenants rights
in Chinatown.
Following the
legal and social setbacks to
landlord rights in 1969, IHotel has since been sold to
the FOUR SEAS CORPORATION, a
multinational investment
group (otherwise known as a
legal fiction) whose primary
concern is to make money and
lots of it by investing in
American industries and
speculating in land.
Under
its master plan, FOUR SEAS is
now moving in on Chinatown's
east side which has long
served the needs of elderly
single men living in poverty)
in hopes of developing that
propertu on which the IHotel $tands for commercial
purposes.
So, the I-Hotel
and its tenants (including
community organizations and
their storefronts) must go
to make room for capital
investments of a substantial
nature.
On the legal end of the
tenant's battle there are
we l l- worn means to parry the
actual eviction notice and
battle it out with FOUR SEAS
with words in court.
But that
is hardly where changes can

be made for the mass of peoplE
to be dispossessed with no
other place to go.
Chinatown
is already well-cordoned off;
for I-Hotel tenants there is
no alternative low cost
housing available to them in
Chinatown.
The tenants' main
course of action to maintain
the premises as low cost
housing lies in organizing
support in and around the
community around the
fundamental right to low cost
housing to stay the eviction.
On October 26, a
contingent of l2 Hastings
students participated in a
march on the offices of the
FOUR SEAS CORP. in protest
over the planned eviction
and eventual destruction
of the I-Hotel.
The march
was the initial mass
demonstration against the
pattern of corporate
encroachment into Chinatown
and the first major attempt
to raise the I-Hotel issue to
the public notice.
More than
mere notice however is needed
to protect the rights of
tenants.
Hastings students
can help by contributing
time to further actions taken
by the Tenants Association
possibly by aiding in the
legal battle of the forms.
The educational campaign,
not to be diminished in
importance, can also be taken
up on campus by leafletting
and educatinq uour fellow
law students steeped in the
law and its arbitrary application.
The law does not

appear to change by itself
or even with the gentle
prodding of enlightened judges
tr;.rough s tare decisis.
Ge ttinG
it to change for the occassion
requires some work.
So here's
your chance:
contact the
I-Hotel Tenants Association,
848 Kearny St. tel 982-l783
or leave a note in the Asian
law students' Associations
office (room ll2) at 55 Hyde.

There is a Complete
Line 0/ Study Aids
Available from

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE

For belt result., Iwve your
8ANKAMERICA'RD applation
proceued throup the bookstore.

Forma avanable
at_tile checkout CCMlterJ
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Since the creation of the ｏｦｩ｣ｾ＠
of
Alumni, Development and Public
Affairs in May 1972, the Hastings
Alumni Association has expanded its
services and programs for both
alumni and students. Mrs. Eloise L.
Helwig, Director of Law School Relations oversees all facets of this
off tee as well as directing the
school's development campaign. Ms.
Libby Stroube, Assistant Alumni
Director works with the members of
the Board of Governors of the Alumni
Association with specific emphasis
on the planning and coordination of
Association meetings, special events
and chapter activities. Ms. Janet
Colson, Director of Public Affairs
is the editor of the Alumni Bulletin
and Directory, as well as handling
the press releases for alumni events
and individual alumni.
Founded in 1884, the Hastings Alumni
Association is a voluntary, selfsupporting organization that derives
its income from membership dues,
programs and donations. The Association is governed by 25 Governors
selected from alumni in different
geographic areas and from different
age groups. Board of Governors
membership was recently increased
to enable the Association to have
better representation on the Board.
The Association provides many services to its members including an
alumni locator service which aids
alumni in finding classmates or
other Hastings graduates for referals or to act as local counsel.
Members of the Association are also
entitled to use the library facilities at any of the University of
California campuses. The Alumni
Bulletin, published three times
yearly, is designed to keep alumni
up to date on all Hastings news,
including alumni honors and activities, and interesting developments
within the faculty, student body
and administration. The Alumni
Directory is published biannually
and provides alumni with current
names and addresses of all Hastings
alumni- listed by name, location
and class. The newest issue of the
Directory is due out in November
and is available from the Alumni
Office.
The Association also assists with
placement for both the student and
the alumnus. The Placement Office
at Hastings makes use of alumni in
their interviewing season for students as well as using local alumni
for contacts for job seekers in
specific areas. The Placement
Office is also open to alumni and
the staff is available for assistance.
There are several student oriented
programs sponsored by the Alumni
Association in which interested
alumni can participate. The Career
Counseling Program matches attorneys
and students on a one-to-one basis
in a counseling/practical experience
program. This is not a-clerking
job, but rather a chance for a student to get to know an attorney and
have someone of whom to ask questions and to see the actual operation of a law office. The Law Practice Forum is presented ･｡｣ｾ＠
year

LiSBY STROUBE

before the interviewing season
begins. A panel of attorneys from
around the state are brought before
second and third year students to
explain the practical aspects of
the practice of the law. This included information on interviewing,
setting up a law offi c e and geographic opportunities for employment.

Board of Visitors Day affords alumni
educators and members of the business world a close-up look at Hastings' many elements - faculty, administrators, facilities and clinical programs- and gives them an
opportunity to contribute ideas and
suggestions regarding College operations and activities.
The Board of Governors meets four
times yearly in different geographical centers of alumni population
and local alumni are invited to
join the governors for cocktails
and dinner following the meeting.
Association Chapters provide alumni
the opportunity to join with other
Hastings la\vyers in professional
and social programs and to renew
old 'ties with classmates. Formal
Association chapters are located
in Los Angeles, Hawaii and San
Diego. Steering committees ｨ｡ｾ･＠
been formed in Sacramento and ln
the East Bay for local chapters
in those areas.
Reunion weekends and dinners are
a popular method for alumni ｴｾ＠
.
rekindle old friendships, remlnlsce
about the "good old days" and to
find out about the Hastings of
today as well.
As Hastings continues to grow in
stature, so will its ｡ｬｵｭｮｾ＠
•. A
strong Alumni Sssociation.ls lmportant right now as ｈｾｳｴｬｮｧ＠
approaches its centennlal, but the
Association can only be as good
as its members. Those interested
in becoming active in any of the
Association's actfvities, or those
interested in having a class reunion or those who have questions
about' the Association and its
activities and purpose should contact either Mrs. Helwig or Ms.
Stroube in the Alumni Office at
305 Golden Gate Avenue, Suite 221
San franciSCO, CA 94102.

(415)557-357 1.

HYPNOSIS CAN
HELP YOU
-------IMPROVE THE LEARNING PROCESS
BUILD CONTRAnON
INCREASE RETENTION SPAN
IMPROVE MEMORY
(Specialists also in habit controlsmoking, weight, etc.)

TO ARRANGE FOR A FREE
CONSULT AnON WITHOUT OBLIGAnON
CALL 861·3552
PRIVATE CONFIDENTIAL SESSIONS,
MONDAY - SATURDAY, 8 AM - 9 PM

AMERICAN CLINIC INC.

Hastings
Research Service
--reprinted from Metropolitan
News Service
There has been
a great deal of publicity
lately about a legal research
firm known as the Research
Group, Inc.
For the overworked and understaffed law
firm, or one with legal
research piling up all at
once, it offers a relatively
inexpensive solution that has
proven so successful in the
East that Time magazine, in
an article noting the great
demand for such a service,
quoted the group's business
at $2 million per year.
But
if you have been considering
using the group's services,
you should be aware that
Hastings has its own such
operation, which performs
exactly the same function as
the group, and at a much
lower cost.
Organized two years ago
by Christopher A. Brose, '74,
the Hastings Research ｓ･ｲｶｩ｣ｾ＠
is now permanently establishec
under the direction of James
P. Schenkel, '74, and Bruce
J. Janigian, '75, who have
undertaken an extensive
program to expand and
publicize the organization
Hastings Research
Services can do whatever
basic research tasks a busy
attorney may require, from
preparing memoranda on points
of law to drafting complete
appellate briefs.
ｒ･ｳ｡ｲ｣ｾﾭ
ers can develop comprehenslve
sets of jury instructions,
analyze legislative histories,
draft interrogatories, provide points and authorities
in locating and interviewing
potential expert witnesses.
The Research Services has a
large number of highly
competent researchers, drawn
from top students in the
second and third year classes
and from recent graduates of
Hastings.
Each project is
assigned to a researcher
whose course background and
area of interest coincide
with the particular problem
presented.
Due to the large
student body, the wide
diversity of course offerings, and the excellent
research facilities at
Hastings, the Research
Services can respond to
requests for the law of any
jurisdiction in the United
States or its territories,
and can handle projects in
any area of legal specialization, including patent
and copyright law, admiralty,
oil and gas law, real estate
syndication, water law, land
use planning, labor law,
antitrust, securities
regulation, administrative
law, and environmental law,
as well as the more traditional legal fields.
.
Projects can be completec
on very short notice, and
(continued on p.

l5)
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a monopoly of access to ownership of the economy's future
capital and (2) enabling these
owners to pay for their acquisition of newly formed capital
out of the wealth ｰｲｯ､ｵ｣･ｾ＠
capital.
Economic opportunity in
an industrial economy is not
merely the opportunity to toil,
but the opportunity to own
capital and to acquire capital
without having to invade the
property of others, or to cut
down on one's already inadequate compensation.
The
economic effect of our present
redistributive 'Needist'
policy is to ,equalize poverty
rather than to enable affluence
to be produced, distributed
and enjoyed.
An important generalization about Needist proposals
is that they invariably address
themselves to the effects of
poverty, i.e., insufficient
income rather than to the
cause of poverty, i.e., low
productive power of the poor.
As Kelso points out, "No
Keynesian has ever proposed
a measure designed to make the
individual more productive;
for that would require institutional means for enabling
him to acquiTe ownership of
the nonhuman factor of production:
capital."
The only real way to increase the productive power
of most indivua1s is to enable
them to acquire the ownership
of productive capital in the
process of bringing new
capital formation into existence.
That is, the bes t means
of raising ＢｰｲＮｯ､ｵ｣ｴｩｶｹｾＧ＠
of
workers in the U.S. economy
on a person to person basis
is to make it possible for
them efficiently and in a
manner consistent with the
logic of private property and
corporate finance to become,
to a significant degree,
equity owners of the ｾ｡ｰｩｴＱ＠
with which they work.
Employee ｓｴｯｾｫ＠
Ownership
Plan (ESOP) financing provides
a tax-wise way for the employex
to encourage productiveness
and to provide for growth.
By
IRS rules - 401 (A) - the loan
principal may be repaid in
pre-tax dollars.
Normally, a
corporation that borrowed $1
million to pay back the loan
because the IRS would levy
their 48% corporate tax on the

A CAPITALIST MANIFESTO
-CONTINUED-Je ff Gate s(This is the second of a threepart series outlining the
.
theory, mechanics and econom1C
consequences of Employee Stock
Ownership Plans - ESOP.)
A SECOND INCOME - MECHANICS
The theory of universal
capitalism challenges both the
Marxists and the Keynesians on
their goal of full employment.
Instead, employment is viewed
as a means to an end, that end
being the enjoyment of the
products of economic production.
Additionally, the two
factor theory insists that
there are two factors of production:
labor and capital.
The 'productivity of
labor' is rising solely becausE
it is defined as "increase in
outpu.t per manhour" - as incorporated in the "wage guidepost" advocated by the U.S.
Council of Economic Advisers
since January 1962.
But the
more technologically advanced
the economy, the greater the
input contribution of additional and/or more efficient
capital instruments to total
output.
Universal capitalism
posits that affluence is the
product of capital (defined as
productive land, structures
and machines) and that capital
(not labor) is the factor that
has been increasingly productive.
As Louis Kelso points
out, if capital produces most
of the economy's wealth and
income is distributed on the
basis of productive input, the
individual can never reach his
goal - an affluent level of
income - solely by means of
his labor.
The amount of purchasing
power at the disposal of each
household depends on its productive contribution.
Aggregate production and aggregate
consumption are two halves of
a natural equation.
If some
individuals accumulate the
power to produce more than
they can consume, it is inevi-.
table that others will be
forced to produce less than
they desire to consume.
Since 2.3% of American
households own about 80% of
the economy's productive
capital, and an additional
5-8% own the rest, the natural
result is a shortage of the
purchasing power capable of
sustaining affluence in most
households.
The cause, as
Kelso makes clear, is the
financing of new capital
ｦｯｾｭ｡ｴｩｮ＠
exclusively out of
accumulated savings of individuals and/or their narrowly
owned corporations.
The alternative is not,
as the Marxists would argue,
to abolish private property;
in fact, private property is
a prime ingredient in universal capitalism.
Instead,
Kelso advocates an alteration
of the current capital-concentrating mechanism that has had
the twofold effect of (l)giving
owners of pre-existing assets

income before funds could be
used for repayment.
But an ESOP, by acting
as a conduit for the loan,
could save the corporation
from part of this tax.
The
loan is made not directly to
the corporation but to an IRSqualified, tax-exempt employee
stock-bonus trust.
Such a
trust normally covers all employees (including management
employees) and is normally
under the control of a committee appointed by management
(and may include labor representatives).
The ESOP borrows the mone,
from the ' bank and the cpmmittee
invests the money in the corporation in return for newly
issued stock.
The corporation
pays back the loan to the ESOP
in tax-free dollars, and the
ESOP repays the bank.
The
corporation guarantees the
lender that it will make
annual payments into the trust
in amounts sufficient to amortize the debt.
The lender
has the general credit of the
corporation to support repayment, plus the added security
resulting from the fact that
the loan is repayable in pretax dollars.
The only real
change is that the corporation
saves a lot of taxes and the
employees get stock for nothing
Also, diversification, without
tax impact, can be achieved
after a particular block of
stock has been paid for.
This financing technique
provides the missing link in
corporate strategy.
It raises
the power of corporate employees with unsatisfied needs
and wants to consume as it
expands the power of the
corporation to produce.
An
employee is not made more productive in any real sense by
coercing higher pay for the
same or less work input when
there is a labor surplus.
Through acquiring capital
ownership, one's productive
power grows simultaneously
with the corporation's
ability to produce.
The increased incomes do not result
in increased costs but in
increased output.

continued on page 15
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A GOURMET GUIDE TO
JOY- OF WORKING •• BAY
AREA LAW FIRMS
FARELLA, BRAUN

& MARTEL

Starters
Farella, Braun and Martel
is a 20-person corporate law
firm of high repute, which
means its hiring criteria are
equally high.
Grades and law
journal are important to get
you through the door for an
interview, but do not playa
significant role after that
initial review, unless, all
things considered, it is a
choice between you and the
editor of the Harvard Law
Review - you don't have to be
Jean Dixon to predict how that
would turn out!
But Farella
does look beyond grades to the
person.
If the editor of the
Harvard Law Review can't deal
with clients, she won't be
hired - there are no "backroom lawyers" at Farella!
There is one woman and
one Black attorney in the firm.
(Another woman just left to be
a reporter for Channel 2 News).
Farella is not looking for
minorities, just for the best
people available.
The turnover is small, so it seems
that they have chosen well.
The summer clerkship
program is relatively new,
since Farella has just recentlJ
started hiring students right
out of law school, and is not
considered its main source of
hiring permanent attorneys.
The firm also hires clerks
during the school year.
The
clerks are exposed to many
facets of the firm's practice,
although the razzle-dazzle
social accoutrements found at
most large firms are missing
here.
Main Courses
Farella has been describec
as having more good litigators
per square attorney than any
other firm in the area.
This
is understandable, because at
Farella there are no "stars,"
there is a broad base of
attorneys who are capable of
trying any case.
New associates are given their own small
cases, over which they have
total control, almost immediately.
Responsibility is
given as quickly as it can be
handled.
Partners are accessable
for specific questions, but
there is no formal training.
All of the attorneys are kept
busy, so a new associate
learns more by watching than by
being taken under wing.
Farella is an equalsharing partnership, which
means there are no superpartners who take a larger
slice of the profits.
There
is no set time for making
partner, because of the fact
that until recently everyone
hired by the , firm had one or
more years of experience.
However, everyone is expected
to make partner and no one
seems too concerned about the
time element.
The firms practice is
divided into litigation,which
accounts for about 55% of the

business, and corporate, which
covers the rest.
Litigation
is divided into gen e ral b usiness, malpractice (engineers,
architects & lawyers), insurance coverage and antitru s t.
There is a broad diver s ification on the c o rp o ra t e s ide
so that no one c li e n t co n t r o l s
the firm's practice.

But, lest one jump to the
obvious conclusion as to the
firm's position on the environment , it should be noted that
they are lucratively suing the
oil companies responsible for
the devastating spills.
New associates can be
assured of total involvement
in the cases to which they are
assigned, including litigation.
Sauces & Pickles
Li tigation with this firm
Farella's starting ｳ｡ｬｾﾭ
in c ludes appearances before
ies are competitive ( o n the
vari ou s administrative bodies
high side) with other maj o r
such as the Coastal Commission
firms in the city.
A Christand the Board of Supervisors.
mas ｢ｯｾｵｳ＠
is generally given,
The ratio of partners to
and ralses are good.
(I was
associates is approx i mately
unable to get specific figures.) one to one.
As a result, one
There is a month ｡｣ｴｩｯｾ＠ｶ
can expect a great deal of
per year from the start and a
individual attention(either
four-month sabatical after fivE from the 18 men in SB or the 3
years in the partnership.
men in ｄＮｃＩｾ､＠
help.
And,
Fringe benefits are go o d
though it may not prove to be
with a major medical policy
true in the future, partnership
which covers dental work as
status has generally been
well.
There is limited life
available after 5 years.

insurance, and all bar dues
and work-related expenses are
paid.
There are four paralegals
and several law clerks employed during the year to take
some of the burden off the
attorneys.
The firm is run by the
partners who meet once a month.
Though the associates have
no formal say in the administration of the firm, they
appear to be more than contented with their lot.

Schramm, Raddue & Seed

Sauces and Pickles
Clerking for Schramm
appears to be the best way Ｂｩｮｾ＠
A realistic look at the firm
by the clerk along with the
firm's scrutiny of the clerk's
work can provide the impetus
necessary for an offer.
Clerks who take offered
positions tend to stay ad
infinitum.
Law review is not a
necessity simply because, to
this firm, law review no
longer connotes superior
achievement in all schools.
But, be in the top of the
class!
Working hours are
basically up to the individualso long as only "quality" work
is produced.
However, one
should "expect" more than a
40-hour work.
Mode of dress in this all
male firm "depends on whom
you'll be seeing."
And while
the conservative image of the
SB community was said to be
erroneous , one gets the
feeling that cut-offs at this
firm would ｾｯｴ＠
be quite right.
The biggest problem
admitted to dealt with the
general unavailability of legal
secretaries in the SB area.
So
it goes.

Starters
Nestled snugly away from
the vast areas of smog
generally found in Southern
California lies the sleepy
seaside town of Santa Barbara.
Here, where the sidewalks roll
up at 5 o'clock and the nightlife consists of a walk on the
beach, can be found one of the
more prestigious law firms in
California.
Schramm also has an office
in D.C.
So, if the quiet life
is too much, perhaps a tour
in D.C. can be arranged.
Watergate, et al is only a
flight away.

' 370 GOLDEN GATE AYE., SAN FRANCISCO
CALIF. 94102
PHONE 776-5800

Main Courses
A widely diversified
practive covering both sides of
the proverbial fence is to be
found here.
While the practice
is basically divided into three
general areas i.e. corporate,
probate, and litigation, S has
carefully ventured into environ·
mental areas.
Their main
clients in this area are
developers and contractors.

EXPERT
CAMERA
REPAIRS
FAST
FILM
PROCESSING
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THE CIA UNCLO

"It ｾｳ＠
a multi-purpose,
clandestlne ｡ｾｭ＠
ｯｦｬｾＺ･Ｇｲ＠
more ｴｨｾｮ＠
an ｾｮｴ･ｬ＠
19
._
counterlntelllg enc : Ortganl t
tion
It is an lns rumen
za
'.
.
1 t'on
for subverslo n , manlpu a 1 t'
and violence, for ｴｨ･ｦｾｲ＠
intervention in.the"a alrs
of other countrles.

ｮｾｴ＠

t

ｳｾｮ＠

.

ｲＺｾ･ｩｭ｡ｴｯｮ＠

nt promising

learned during their employment which relates to "intelligence sources or methods"
without prior consent of the
Agency.

--Allen Dulles,
former CIA Director
1963
Dulles was referring to
the Soviet KGB, but his
description could, with equal
accuracy, be applied to the
Central Intelligence ａｾ･ｮ｣ｹ＠
itself, according to Vlctor
Marchetti and John D. Marks,
authors of a remarkable book
called The CIA and the Cult
of ｉｮｴ･ｧ｣ＭｲｋｯｰｦＬｾＹＵＩ＠
,
The book provides a
thorough description of the
structure and functions of
the CIA, as well as a glimpse
at the several other intelligence-gathering agencies that
together have become a $6
billion industry in the United
States.
The story is
fascinating.
Perhaps equally
fascinating, however, is the
story of the battle the
authors and their publisher
had to wage just to get the
book to press.
Marchetti spent 14 years
in the employ of the CIA
before his opposition to the
Agency's policies led him to
resign in 1969.
During the
next several years, he
gradually came to the decision
that he should set forth his
perspective in a book.
On
April 28, 1972, however,
before he had even begun
writing, the CIA obtained an
injunction prohibiting him
from "disclosing in any manner
(1) any information relating
to intelligence activities,
(2) any information concerning
intelligence sources and
methods, or (3) any intelligence information."
The
injunction put Marchetti in
the odd position of having to
submit his manuscript to the
CIA for censorship before
anyone else could read it.
Thus, observes ACLU Legal
Director Melvin L. Wulf, in
the book's introduction:
"Victor Marchetti became the
first American writer to be
served with ｾｮ＠
official
censorship order issued by a
court of the United States."
Wulf and his associates
battled the ensuing months to
have the injunction lifted.
Although these efforts proved
unsuccessful, the appellate
court modified the order,
allowing the CIA to delete
only classified information.
Those who recall the
outcome of the Pentagon Papers
Case may find it rather
bizarre that the government
was able to impose prior
restraint on the publication
of this book.
The government's
victory was due in large part
to its success in turning the
case into a contract action.
All CIA employees are required

The CIA was thus able to
persuade the courts with its
argument that it was merely
trying to enforce its contract
with Marchetti.
As Wulf
observes, however, "it cheapens the First Amendment to say
that an agreement by an
employee of the United States
not to reveal some government
｡｣ｾｩｶｴｹ＠
is the same as an
agreement to deliver a
hundred bales of cotton."
As the legal battle was
being fought, John D. Marks,
a former State Dept. employee,
joined with Marchetti in the
writing of the book.
The
completed manuscript was then
submitted to the CIA, which
ordered 339 passages deleted.

The authors and their publisher then filed suit challenging
the censorship, and prior to
the trial, the CIA reduced
the number of deletions to
f th
th t i l
168.
0
ese,
era
judge found that only 27
involved classified material.
While appeals were
pending, the publisher could
not print the restored
passages, however, sp the
book went to press with the
168 deletions.
The result is
a document with an ironic
resemblance to the White
House transcripts, full of
ｾ｡ｰｳ＠
marked by the phrase
(DELETED).
Interestingly,
though, the gaps are the
exact length of the deleted
material, and the passages
voluntarily restored by the
CIA are printed in boldface
type.
Thus, one is able to
form an impression of the
type of information the CIA
seeks to withhold from the
American people.
As with
Nixon, the main concern of
the CIA appears to be protecting not the national security,
but its own image.
Despite the deletions,
the book emerges as a vivid
portrait of the CIA in
operation.
The authors
depict an agency incapable
of adequately performing the
function for which it was
created -- the coordination
of intelligence gathered by a
growing number of federal
organizations -- and at the
same time pre-occupied with
extra-legal "covert actions"
against those it considers
a threat to American interests.

These students can help you get
money
when you need it.
These students are bankers. Just a few
of more than 50 Bank of America
Student Representatives trained to
help other students with their individual banking needs.
Whether it's a checkbook that
won't balance, an educational
loan you don't know how to get,
or a BankAmericard® you need,
chances are one of our Student
Reps can help you out.
You see, they offer an entire package of student banking services
Qualify,
called the College ｐｬ｡ｮｾ＠
and you get BankAmericard, protection against bounced checks,
unlimited checkwriting, and more.
All for only $1 a ｭｯｮｴｨｾ＠
and free
during June, July and August.
Why not stop by and ask your Student Rep to tell you more-about it.
Ｎ ｾ＠ At Hastings College of Law, just ask
to see June Ahem
Go/den Gate-Hyde Office
101 Hyde Street
Depend on us. More California
college students do.

BANKOFAMERICA

m

. Check costs and BankAmericard finance charges. if any. are not included
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The recent news of the
CIA's role in subverting the
democratically elected Chilean
government of Salvador Allende
would not have come as a
surprise to one who had read
this book, for it tells of
countless similar CIA operations around the world.
It
matters little to the covertaction people whether a regime
is democratic or authoritarian.
Their only concern is whether
or not it is friendly to
American political and
economic interests.
Those who are expecting
an anti-CIA diatribe, however,
will be disappointed.
The
authors portray the Agency
not as an imperialistic
monolith, but rather as a
bureaucratic entity frequently
at odds with the more hawkish
Pentagon, and often split by
internal disagreements between the Directorate of
Intelligence and the
Directorate of Operations
(Clandestine Services).
Indeed, the authors give
credit to the intelligencegathering section, where they
feel credit is due.
The brunt
of their criticism is borne by
Clandestine Services, which
they describe as a virtual
private army of the President,
without whose approval no major
covert operatlon can be carriec
out.
Thus, the real villains
of the Chilean episode were
not the CIA agents, but rather
Nixon and Kissinger, who
initiated the policy.
Among the book's more
interesting revelations is its
approximate breakdown of
of the CIA budget.
The $750
million annual budget is one
of ｴ｢ｾＬａｧ･ｮ｣ｹＧｳ＠
closelyguarded secrets with only a
handful of Congressmen having
even cursory knowledge of it.
This strange situation is the
result of the CIA Act of 1949,
which exempts the CIA from
normal accounting procedures,
and permits a "laundered"
funding system by which
appropriations are made to
other governmental agencies,
and then transferred to the
CIA.
The authors also reveal
the operations of the Agency's
numerous proprietary corporations--those ostensible
private companies which are
in reality fronts for CIA
covert operations.
The book is filled with
ｾ･｣､ｯｴｳ＠
which are alternately appalling and amusing.
We are told, for instance, of
the secret war which the CIA
waged for years in Laos with
the aid of a mercenary army
of 30,000.
We also learn,
however, of the Russian agent
the CIA recruited who made no
exorbitant demands for money,
requesting only Benny Goodman
records.
Also revealed is the odd
remuneration received by the
Nung tribesmen recruited by
the CIA to conduct forays alon€
the Ho Chi Minh trail.
The
recruits proved to be ｵｮｳ｡ｬｾ＠
costly because they demanded tc

be regularly supplied with
prostitutes and beer, which
the Agency dutifully flew in
on its proprietary airline,
Air America.
The authors
dryly observe that the CIA
would have much preferred
whiskey to beer,
because it
was lighter and less costly
to transport.
Marchetti and Marks have
produced a wonderfully
readable book.
Aside from
the countless facts revealed,
the authors display considererable literary talent.
Their prose is not only lucid;
it is frequently eloquent.
The CIA and the Cult of
Intelllgence rs-a book that
all should read, in order to
create a climate in which
much Beeded changes can be
made.
Marchetti and Marks
describe a number of specific
changes they believe necessary,
and conclude with this observation!
"The other countries of
the world have a fundamental
right not to have any outside
power interfere in their
internal affairs.
The United
States, which solemnly
pledged to uphold this right
when it ratified the United
Nations charter, should now
honor it.
The mechanisms
used to intervene overseas
ignore and undermine American
constitutional processes and
pose a threat to the

ｦＩｏｚｅＭｾ＠

OIL:

Ｂｾｅ＠

democratic system at home.
The United States is surely
strong enough as a nation to
be able to climb out of the
gutter and conduct its
foreign policy in accordance
with the ideals that the
country was founded upon."

CIA IN CHILE
U.S. involvement in Chile
- the exception or the rulewill be the topic discussed by
Richard R. Fagen, Professor of
Political Science at Stanford,
at a World Affairs Council
Forum at 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov.
19, 406 Sutter St., S.F.
His
talk will focus on the issue
of whether apparent U.S. effort
to weaken the Allende adminisｾｲ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠
were a singular occurrence or form a pattern of
general intervention in Latin
America and around the world.
A member of the Latin
American Faculty of Social
Sciences in Santiago during the
Allende Administration, Dr.
Fagen is President-elect of
the Latin American Studies
Association.
He has published
extensively on Latin America,
particularly in the areas of
U.S. -Latin American relations
and Cuba under Castro.
Refreshments will be
served at 5:30 preceding the
program at 6 p.m.
Reservations
at $2.50 may be made in advance
by calling 982-2541.

KNOW YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW,"

?roo: JB

To: Judley Juris, Le Gal
ｾ･ＺｴＮ＠

\;e received your 6raft of our quarterly report to the shareholders, 3r.O ｦｲｃＡｮＺｾｬｹ＠
';uris, it leaves a lot to be desired. 1.11
the left hand colur.m beloH are extracts fron your re port and in
the right hand column D.re my sug-fested improvements.
ｾｸ＿･ｮｳ＠

listed in
your report

1. Executive bonuses
2.

round trip
to Europe ｾ＠ tour for
executives {( 'dives

5 Amount

0.3 million

3.2 million

ｾｲｩｮｴｧ＠
of propaganda brochures

50,000

6. Extraordinary expense

15,000
2.5 million

due to statutory requirements
7 & 8. Con:ornance to
profit defeatinG r overnment required eoission controls

9.

9. Financial support of
10. Bribery of
official

sreater consumer de:nand

ｾｩｬｯｮ＠

8. TV commercials of new

Chilean coup d'etat

plan

5. Capital gain due to

6.7

smokestack filter

3. wX9ansion of research
& development

9.3 million

6. Loss of anti-trust

7. New smokestack filter

?rogram

4. 0hareholder education

5. ;'iindfall pro fi ts due

la\-lsuit

incentive
ｓｾｰｬｯ･＠

250,000

Beer, Inc.

to price fixing

1. Charitable contributions
2.

ｃｾ｡ｲｴ･､＠

3. Purchase of Blatz
4.

suggests
ｲｾ｡ｮｧ･ｭｴ＠

3.4 million

ｾｵ｢ｬｩ｣＠

350,000
75,000

12. Hush money

175,000

ｾ ｴ･＠
to seasonal
labor cost & Goodwill

10. I-articipation in democratic process
11.

11. Payoff to judGe in
bribery case (see 10)

ａｬｯ｣

ｾ Ｇ ｵｲｴｨ･＠

llarticipa tion

in deoocratic process

12. Contribution to prisoners' relief fund

You're going to have to do better than this Juris, if you \-lant
to stay on the corporate team! {/hat did they teach you at
Hastings anyway??
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PARALLEL SIGHTS: viewpoints

JACK'S FLASH

There is no need to seek
truth, only stop having views.
-Seng T'san-

Jack had sought out the
only ptace on campus where he
knew he wouldn't be ､ｩｳｴｵｲ｢･ｾ＠
the ASH offices. Sitting at
the president's ｣ｨ｡ｩｲｾ＠
he
casually flipped through the
lates t Esquire. The phone
rang.
"Good morning. Universal
Refuse Incorporated." Jack
answered smoothly.
"ASH?" asked a ｾ･ｷｬｹ＠
puzzled voice.
Ｂｒｩｧｨｴｾ＠
lady.
And soot
and grime too.
We can put you
on our schedule right away."
Still ｵｮｳｲ･ｾ＠
she asked "is
the president there?"
"No.
He's across the
street picking up a load of
crap right now. Can I ... - "
click. He chuckled. He
amused himself. He felt distant and at the same time
superior to it all.
It doesn't
have to give you tunnel ｶｩｳｯｮｾ＠
he said to himself.
The day was cool and ｧｲ･ｹｾ＠
but it looked as if it might
ｲｾｩｮＮ＠
Jack was surprised out
of the middle of a short story
by a man standing in the doorway.
The man was wearing
｣ｨ･｡ｰｾ＠
tattered clothes and
hadn't shaved in several days.
He was ｡ｦｲｩ､ｾ＠
as if he knew
he didn't belong in the building and that at any ｭｯ･ｮｴｾ＠
some uniformed guard might
throw him out. His eyes were
softly ｯｾｴｲ･ｮｩｧＮ＠

"Is ... is there a men's
restroom here that I could ...
I could use for a minute?" he
asked not meeting Jack's gaze.
Ｂｕｨｾ＠
no." Jack lied
almost unthinkingly. "It's
just student offices and the
Child Care Center." The man
nervously flecked a bit of
brown paper away from the
corner of his mouth and sadly
shifted his weight preparing
to leave.
Jack felt uneasy
and blurted ｯｵｴｾ＠
" There's a
restroom across the street at
the school which you can use. ft
The man seemed to look
through the office wall over
to Has t ,ings.
Ｂｏｨｾ＠
no.
I
can't go over there.
I .. "
He glanced down at ｨｩｭｳ･ｬｦｾ＠
"I couldn't." He left quickly.
Jack looked at the spot
where the stranger had stood
and then tried to read his
magazine again.
He couldn't
concentrate. A poster on the
wall caught his eye and he
stared at it until it began to
blur.
He couldn't see anything.

IF (;yOU'RE HEADING
FOR TI-IE SNOW
SHOPG&M

GBEFORE CVOU GO

POI Jtal9talue

o cross country special pac1{age deals 0
PACKAGE NO.1
Boots· Bindings· Skis· Poles
NOW ••••••••••••• $39.00

PACKAGE NO.2
Bass or Skilom Bool.8 •
Splilzken Skis· Troll ｂｩｮ､ｾ［＠
,Poles NOW •••••••. $59.00

,PACKAGE NO.3
Bonnn 1800 • Alfa Boots .
Troll Bindinl!s • Poles-Value·$119.00 NOW ｾ＠ ••••• $89.0p

ALL PACKAGE DEALS INCLUDE FREE INSTALLATION AND PINE TAR
Aog.
AoO.
Norg. Ski,
Croll Country Bootl
B.mboo Pol ..

NOW

$24.
22.
37.
4.76
6.88

$34,

NOW

SpUnken '1010)(1011 Ski,
Atomic FiberGI., Ski,
Edy,byn Ski,

65.
65.
22.

49.
49.
15.

Croll country jr. outfit.

starting at $23

o downhill ski specials 0
BLIZZARD SKIS - NOW. . . . . . . • .. $99.00·
Fan 2000· Geze Bindings· Value $126.00

DOWN JACKETS - FROM $24.60 &. UP
A large selection

FULL PLAST SKIS - NOW ........ $169.00
"The ski of tomorrow" SWING PRO rell.
$160.00. Solomon 444 reg. $49.96 '

PARKAS - PANTS - WARM·UPSSWEATERS - WIND SHIRTS - FLARES
All at real value I

JR. SKI SETS - STARTING AT $16.88

A
ｾ＠

- - - SK.IS,

BINDINGS

SKIIlOOTS· KOFLAClI· KAS'l'i"NGElt· ImlKglt· CABEH· MILLEn.
prices slilshed (rom 40 to 60% off LIST
Limiled sizes: 73·74 models

CROSS
COUNTRY
RENTALS

* * COMPLETE RENTAL SERVICE * *
STORE lIOURS: OPEN MON .• THURS •• FRIDAY NlTES
MASTERCllARGE/BANK AMERICARD

G & M SALES INC.

1667 MARKET STREET AT GOUGH

DOWNHILL
RENTALS

Don Juan says "stop the preconditions, stop the preconceptions."
Now, existentialism agrees:
it says
the world exists before our
conception of it.
Leary and
Ram Dass have rearranged the
old glosses - the sorcerer
can tell you how to free
yourself.
"Sorcery is the
praxis of phenomenology."
-Gwyneth CravensEveryone is in the best seat.
As no two people see the same
view along the way, all trips
from here to there are
imaginary.
-Brion Bysin in
The ProcessIn the province of the mind,
what one believes to be true
either is true or becomes
true.
-John LillyYou've got to watch your
mind all the time or you'll
awaken and find a strange
picture on your press.
-Lord BuckleyMan keeps looking for a truth
that fits his reality.
Given our reality, the
truth doesn't fit.
-Werner Erhard-

HASTINGS
STUDENTS
WHOLESALE
PRICES ON:
MENS CLOTHING
SUITS
SPORT COATS
SLACKS
SPORTS WEAR
SPORTING GOODS
GOLF
TENNIS
CAMPING
TEAM SPORTS
SHOES
LUGGAGE
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HASTINGS FILM:
After adjusting the ｬｩｧｨｴｾ＠
for the fifth time it's ready.
The camera is focused on a
closeup of the great seal of
california hanging in the
Moot Court room.
The cameraman, standing with the
director at the far end of the
room draws his focus back to
encompass the entire room; the
Hastings Quartet is playing
to an attentive audience.
After a few bars, the director
yells "Cut.".
The audience
laughing, vacillates between
ennui and excitement.
Bored
with the long delays, the
interminable sitting around
just to get a 30 second scene,
it is still fascinating to
observe the mechanics o£ film
making first hand, it's like
being let in on a very chic
secret.
The story of the Hastings
film began almost a year ago.
Dorothy MacKay Leitch, who is

AMEMORIAL TO
ANTENOR ｐａｔｉｎｏｾ＠

JR.

His friends wished to expand the whole concept.
Dorothy said, "They wanted to
do something really good. They
wanted a 'hook' or an angle
to make the film unique.
We
carne up with the idea of the
'two poles' of Hastings, the
Sixty-five Club and the Child
Care Center, as a theme.".
Later Dean Anderson suggested
"the three centuries" approach:
the "65" professors, the
student body and the infants.
A few of those missing decades
are filled in by the younger
faculty members.
Walter Segalo, the
director, entered the scene
at about this point.
Segalo
who has his own production
company, Executive Motion
Pictures, has just finished
a documentary on school
busillg.
He explored the subject with Dorothy, and they
slowly evolved a flexible
working outline of the film.

-A Still From The Filmbest known for her work with
the Legal Research and Writing
Program, is also one of the
directors of the Child Care
Center.
Last Fall, the center
was interested in making a
short documentary as a fund
raiser.
They got as far as
making an "awful" horne movie
when Antenor Patipo, Jr.
innocently stepped into
Dorothy's office to pick up
an "R & R" assignment.
Dorothy knew that Tony had
been a script writer in
Hollywood before starting at
Hastings.
She asked him if
he would take a look at their
movie.
He did and also began
to familiarize himself with
the Child Care Center.
Tony
became interested and together with Dorothy worked out
an outline of a script for a
"Day in the Life" of a child
in the center.
During Christmas break,
Tony told his family and
friends about the project.
Apparently they were rather
amused.
Unfortunately, and
quite sadly, Tony Patino
passed aw a y during the
holidays.
I n Ja n uary, Doroth y wa s
contacted by Tony ' s f r i end s
who said that they wanted to
do everything they could t o
help do the film'as a memorial
to Tony.
Dorothy immediately
sent them all the materials
they had compiled to date:
the "home" movie and the
script outline.

1 8 , 1974

Anxious to avoid making
another "Paper Chase", Segalo
conferred with members of
the Hastings community to get
a feel for the realities of
law school life.
The project isn't intended to be a documentary but
rather a statement on the
inter-relationship of generations displayed at Hastings.
The medium is 16mm color film.
The movie's projected length
is from 25-35 minutes.
Assisting Segalo are Stephen
Lighthill, the cameraman,
who incidentally has a child
in the center, and Nelson
Stoll, the soundman.
The administrative liason
is Assistant Dean Thomas R.
Kerr.
"I'm just a general
facilitator."
Kerr says of
his role regarding the film.
Other than Dean Kerr's and Ms.
Leitch's time, Hastings
itself is contributing only
its blessing upon the protect.
Many students have been extras
in the course of the shooting,
whether knowingly or not.
The c omplexiti e s a nd a lso
the t edi u m of film mak ing are
q u ickly ob se rv abl e in this
" joint e n terpr i se " .
Th e s c en e d e sc ribed at
th e start of this ar t i cle is
typical.
It involves pe r haps
a 2 or 3 minute segment of the
film.
The Hastings Quartet is
simply performing for an audience in the Moot Court room.
Simple?
No.

DOROTHY MACKAY LEI TC H
The filming of that portion took two full half days.
Th e scene had to be shot for
sound with just the quartet
present and a few background
extras.
The next day a full
audience was required for the
sweeping shots o f the entire
room.
Scenes had to be shot
fr o m the back row looking down
over the audien c e to the quartet.
The view from the opposite angle, from the quartet
looking up at the audience was
taken.
As the afternoon wore on,
about half the audience slipped
out to pursue other goals.
The
director mov e d the remaining
stalwarts so that they filled
the right half of the seats.
By careful shooting, he ｣ｯｾｬ､＠
give the cinematic ｩｭｰｲ･ｳｾｯｮ＠
that it was still a full audience.
This is all well and good,
the astute law student might
say, but what is the ｰｵｲｾｯｳ･Ｎ＠
of this endeavor?
The ｦｾｬｭ＠
ｾｳ＠
intended as a memorial to Tony
Patino.
Hopefully, it will
aid in the promotion of the
worthy but impecunious Child
Care Center; certainly it will
be good public relations for
Hastings.
The film should be completed in the Spring and some
type of general ｰｲ･ｾｩＮｦｯ＠
the Hastings ｣ｯｭｵｮｾｴｹ＠
ｷｾｬ＠
be
had at that time.
You'll all
have a chance to see if you've
been immortalized in celluloid.
Further plans for the film's
distribution involve its use
as a fund raiser at Alumni
functions for the Child Care
Center.
There is some discussion now about entering it
in a film fes t ival but that
depends entir e ly upon how it
looks upon completion.
"We're not producing a
Hollywood spectacu I ar. "
Do r othy said.
Th a nk Go d.

NOW, TH/S /S i"U?- AT THE
SEACH IN JUNE oF 1951. "
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" The Revol v ing Doo r" -second in a series

GREG

Fa X

A major goal of Am e rican
criminal law is th e protection
of innocent persons from further criminal activity by those
determined to be law violators.
The legal system attempts to
insure this goal by prescribing punishment for the transgression of rules and inflicting it by legally authorized
persons.
This punishment is
usually a jail sentence.
But
while the legislature continues
to proclaim that the underlying purpose of jail is rehabilitation and reformation as well
as punishment, this policy is
generally ignored in the sentencing context.
Remote from public view
and concern, the jail continues to evolve more by default
than by design.
The local
lockup retains the dual purpose of custodial confinement
and misdemeanant punishment.
As a result the jail population includes the poor, sick
and morally deviant as well as
the true criminal individual.
The correctional system
has been under heavy criticism.
The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice,
Standards and Goals reported
that the American prison
system is an unreformable
failure.
The report concluded
that "the prison is obsolete,
and should not be perpetuated

THE PRISONER & THE COMMUNITY

whic h began wit h last iss u e ' s " TV Law ."

through the false hope of
forc e d "treatment".
It should
be repudiated as useless for
any purpose other than locking
away persons who are too
dangerous to be allowed at
large in a free society.
Prisons fail to rehabilitate
criminals.
Most offenders
are better served by early
release into the community
at large.
The A.L.I. and
A.B.A. both now state that
non-incarceration is to be
preferred in almost all cases
over any form of imprisonment.
San Francisco judges and
district attorneys still continue to advocate imprisonment
as the remedy for ever increasing crime statistics.
There is some value to punishment and it does have an effect
on behavior.
But while incarceration protects the public
from the offender while he is
in prison, it does not achieve
lasting deterrence.
Incarceration means the physical
isolation of a person within
concrete and steel.
Clothed
in bright orange and confined
to a small area the convict
is usually bored, frustrated
and restless.
There is
usually little work to do, and
the majority of time is spent
watching television.
Upon

release the per s on is given 25
cents and his street clothes.
This is enough money to get
him back to downtown San
Fran c isco, where he finds himself homeless, broke and
hungry.
Not surprisingly he if
usually arrested again on a
minor charge and returned to
prison .
Thus begins the revolving door effect with the
final end point too often bein£
San Quentin.
As a place of custodial
confinement the jail is again
a failure.
Close to 80% of thE
prison population has a drug
or alcohol problem, but rehabilitative programs are
almost non-existent.
One can
often hear Hastings students
talk about the Tenderloin
"wino" and other assorted
figures that inhabit the
surrounding doorways.
A
standard sentence given to
these men on arrest is 45 days.
They serve their time, return
to the streets and are usually
back in jail within a month.
The same is true for prostitutes, and others whom society
considers to be morally deviant.
All of this costs
money, time and space and
there is no real result.
Just
a continuous revolving door.

OCEAN 'BURNS' SEEN AS DUMP ALTERNATIVE
An important new wrinkle in
waste disposal and significant
restrictions on several major
ocean dumpers were the recent
focus of the NWF and the Environmental Protection Agency.
The new disposal method i s
burning by the Vulcanus, a
f o otball field-length German
ship ｷｨｩ｣
ｾ ｮｯｷ＠
has a permit t o
incinerate 20,000 tons of
o rganic chloride wastes in the
Gulf ｾｦ＠
Mexico.
Though endorsed by European scientists
and used by its industry since
1973, the high temperature
combustion of organic chloride
wastes is the first such operation off U.S. coasts.
The
process of the ｯｮ･Ｍｦ｡ｾｩ､＠
ship is considered much safer
than ocean dumping for the
disposal of hard-to-treat industrial wastes.
The wastes
to be dumped from a Shell
Chemical plant in Deer Park,
Texas, were once scheduled for
ocean dumping.

The "research" permit issued to
Shell to test the potentially
valuable alternative to conventional dumping o f toxic wastes
autho rizes as many as four test
"burns." Each trip into the
Gulf about 130 miles south _ of
Galveston will burn about 4,200
t ons of chlorinated hydrocarbon
wastes, which includes the residue of plastics manufa c turing.

Other recent ocean dumping
matters include EPA's announcement of its denial of an ocean
dumping ｰ･ｲｾｩｴ＠
for 120,000
tons of toxic chemical wastes
by DuPont's Belle, West
Virginia plant -- also prop o sed for disposal in the
Gulf of Mexico.

And, on October 9, after NWF
intervention in March, April,
Ken Kamlet, an NWF att o rney and
and September permit hearings,
biologist noted that the permit
the New York City office of
decision was a positive decision : EPA (Region II) decided that
"It gives EPA the chance to moniit would allow no more than
torthe activity, gives Shell and
one-year, tightly restricted
Vulcanus what they ｷ｡ｮｴｾ＠
and
"interim" ocean dumping for
gives the Ameri c an public a
DuPont, Allied Chemical, NL
look at what may be a solid alIndustries, and Reheis
ternative to ocean dumping."
Chemical, which together
accounted for about 900
The wastes have been piling up
million gallons petitioned to
in storage since last February
be dumped. Region II Adminisand Shell contends that they
trator Gerald Ransler had to
are corroding their containers
overrule his hearing officer
and creating a potential envirwho had recommended the
onmental hazard.
granting of three-year "special" permits to each of these
companies.
A preliminary review of - the
Although Shell contracted for
high-temperature incinerationl
use of the European ship last
Nearly five and one-half
process shows that it should
million tons of chemical
summer, EPA, with strong urging
destroy well over 99.5 percent
from the National Wildlife
wastes were dumped in the
of the wastes by converting
Federation, announced on Sept.
ocean in 1973 off the U.S.
them to harmless carbon diox27 that an ocean dumping permit
Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.
ide and hydrochloric acid
would be needed for the incindroplets , which will quickly
reprinted from Conservation
eration.
The permit was
turn to salt after falling inNews{National Wildlife Federgranted on Oct. 10 and plans
to the sea.
Operating at
ation)
for the immediate dumping were
temperatures of 2,500 to 3,000
made under EPA supervision.
degrees Fahrenheit, the 'sailThe Vulcanus is available to
ing incinerator" was described
TRY A
AT THE TURK &
Shell for only two months beby Kamlet as "one of the
cause of contract commitments
hottest around anywhere, on
LARKIN MARKET. STILL ONLY A
to European industries.
land or sea."

B.F.S.
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PLAYOFF SUMMARY
2-D safety Tom "Cat" Byrnes
batted down a conversion pass
from the 2A tailback with 0:03
left, saving a 13-12 overtime
victory.
The win was 2D's 12th
straight over two years, and
came in an intensely physical
and hard fought contest.
Mike Zacharia intercepted the
first pass of the game, setting
up a 2-D drive ending with a
40 yard TD bomb from Rick
Wilson to Bruce Gilmore.
The
game then settled into a
bitter defensive struggle.
Tom Stepp and Willie Nolan
applied sizable defensive
pressure, but the blocking of
Doug Price and Mike Day provided the needed operating
room.
Ed Oshika and Don "9-2"
Mulford kept pressure on the
2-A tailback throughout.
Rod Wickers nearly broke an
interception back for a TD
early in the second half, but
2-A dug in and held.
Taking
over deep in their own territory, 2-A drove the length of
the field in the closing
ｭｩｮｾｴ･ｳ＠
of the second half,
ending with a toss to Jim

Moriarty to tie the score.

CURT HOFELD

Rich Jarimillo put 3-B on the
board with a ten-yard run up
the middle only four minutes
into the game.
Later in the
half, Pete Edrington hit
Don Carter on a fly pattern to
tie the score at 6-6 at halftime.
In the second half
,
' a
repeat performance put 2-B
ahead, and it remained that
way until Tom Schiff hit Dane
Durham in the end zone to tie
the score at 12 apiece.

In the overtime period, 2-A
was forced to punt, and Steve
"Night train" Beltran ran it
back near the goal line.
Rick
Wilson hit Pete Fairchild in
tho. eni zone, as the sticky fingered end pulled it out
ｦｾｯｭ＠
amid three defenders.
BOD "Twinkle-toes" Burmeister
took the conversion pass.
2-D
held its defensive series, but
2A got another chance when
Moriarty intercepted near midfield with 1:04 remaining and
no time outs left.
Bill
Morrow hit a tumbling Rob
Bauer on a thirty yard pass
play to draw within one point,
only to have the Cat bat down
the conversion attempt to prevent the tie.
ｌｾｴｲ＠

in the week, the senior
cltlzens of 3-B scratched out
a 19-18 overtime victory over
2-B, when a low hike from
center with nine seconds left
cost 2 -B a try at a game-tying
conversion.
The contest was
a see-saw affair, with the
lead changing hands three times

In the ten - minute overtime 3-E
marched to near midfield, ,
where Schiff hit big John Cary
near the ten, and the receiver
romped into the end zone for
six.
The conversion toss to
Tom Jamison made it 19-12 with
time running out.
But 2B took
over on their own twenty and
marched up field on sideline
passes to Carter and strong
runs by Bob Muhlbach .
King
Brown carried it nvpr nn A
bruising run around left end tc
uraw Wlchln only one pOlnc
with 0:09 left.
But the low
snap on the conversion killed
the play, and 3-B took home
their victory.
TWI ST IN AMNESTY PLAN TRAPS
THE UNWARY
by Diane Auerbach

n 0 WINS

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL

Undefeated in two years of
intramural play, 2-D won its
thirteenth straight victory
and second straight Mudbowl
Championship ｢ｾ＠
ripping 3-B
30-2.
3-B had gone to the
finals with an inspired upset
of 2-B. a week earlier, but
the game 2-D played against
them was nearly a carbon copy
of the 25-0 victory last
month.
The Defensive Horde
held the opening series on the
first of three interceptions
by Tom "Cat" Byrnes.
When the
offense took-over, with Peter
Fairchild outrunning the defense to haul in a long bomb
from Rick Wilson to put 2-D on
the board.
Later, Bruce
Gilmore took a sideline shot
into the end zone for six more
points, and following a second
Byrnes interception, center
Doug Price surprised everybody on the field by taking
a short pass over the middle,
breaking two shots at his
flags and romping sixty yards
for a score to close out the
half at 18-0.

CURT HOFELD

The second half bode no
better for the seniors when
Tom Fleming broke fifty yards
on a sweep around right end
to score a TD on the first
2-D possession.
Later in the
half, Bob Lesh pulled down a
pass in the end zone to make
it 30-0. Meanwhile, the
Defensive Horde proved unfathomable to 3-B tailbacks
Tom Schiff and Dane Durham
throughout the game.
Twice,
3-B stood outside the goal,
only to have determined Horde
stands deny them six points.
3-B's lone score occured when
a strong rush py Joel Rubin,
"M.D.", forced 2-D's tailback
to step on the endline for a
safety.
Final Play Off Standing
Team

W L

T

2d
2b
2a
3b

600
411
420
420

GB PF

PCT

1.000
.750 H

.667
.667

2
2

164
173
60
80

PA
20
70
44
80

(CPA)--The scope of Ford's
amnesty plan has been unexpectedly reduced.
Out of the 200,000 men
cited by the Selective Service
for draft violations, only
5755 were ever indicted or
placed under investigation.
It is only these 5755 men
who are affected by the amnesty program according to amnesty counselors--the others are
scot-free .
The complete list of indictments was recently turned
over to the American C"vil
Liberties Union (ACLU) and the
United Church of Christ by the
Justice Department.
Even though technically
free from prosecution, the unindicted draft violater may
have found himself shuttled
through the amnesty program
anyway, if he mistakenly turned
himself in to a ｣ｬ･ｭｮｾｹ＠
board.
In a recent memo 0 all US
attorneys, obtained by CPA,
Attorney General Willi m Saxbe
instructed:
"An indiv dual who
is neither under indic ment nor
investigation for an 0 fense
covered by this ､ｩｲ･｣ｾ＠
ve but
who reports as provid e in II
(to his district at to
ｾｹ＠
or
clemency board) will 1
subject
to prosecution unless
makes
an agreement as provi
i in
III (agrees to perfor
period
of alternative servic
"
The director of
' ACLU's
amnesty campaign, Hen
Schwarzschild, herald
the
release of the indictm f nts
list "as crucial in pr e venting
thousands of American war resisters from being shanghaied
into the punitive clemency
program."
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When the little triumphs
of this film occur, however,
they still (in retrospect)
serve to infuriate.
If you
disagree, tell me so, but I
simply do not feel that the
major plot line should be a
dozer while the little timefillers provide all the entertainment.
That is just doing
it backwards.
Those of us who went looking for the plot line to rule
were simply bored by its utter
predictable development, and
that, my friends, is where the
'ooor thing went down.

THE TAKING OF
PELHAM 1-2-3
-directed by Joseph Sargent
Perhaps we are at a stage
now where one must avoid, at
all costs, attendance at
highly-acclaimed movies
(films not included).
That
which is good enough to draw
raves from those who patrol
the American action-movie
detail still comes up flat wher
you get in the theatre.
The Taking of Pelham OneTwo-Three got the reviewers to
jump up and down and toot
little horns allover the
nations press.
Half-way
through the movie, however, I
didn't see anything to toot
about.
Robert Shaw, Martin
Balsam, and two other similarly-disguised types hijack a
New York subway train, and
hold it down there in the tubes
pending receipt of one million
dollars.
Of course they get
the money (why not, where can
they go, right?), and then we
all wait to see how they plan
to get away.
The key word in the last
sentence is wait.
Director
Sargent tries-t; keep you
interested by having Shaw
give the authorities only
one hour to get him the money,
no extensions, no excuses.
If
the money is late, he'll shoot
the passengers, one each
minute.
With only lB hostages,
that doesn't give him much
time before he runs out of
bargaining power, but that
doesn't bother the confident
Shaw.- "It's how the system
works," says he.
"If you give
them one hour, they do it in
one hour.
If you give them
three, they take three."
The problem with this
movie is that its basic premise is so limited that anything the director adds to it
appears to be extraneous
stuffing.
What I mean to say,
is that you find yourself
asking why he did this or why
he did that, and when you receive no convincing answer in
terms of plot or character
development you begin to get a
trifle ho-hum towards this
"thriller."
For example, when Sargent
wants to have a meeting of NY
mayor and other politicos, he
turns to insipid satire
replete with one-liners from
some archive of humor put out
to pasture.
Then when they finally
OK the ransom, the director
has enough gall to put in
minutes worth (who knows how
many -- it seemed endlass) of
a "will-the-money-get-thereon-time" scene including
having the police car carrying
the money flip over.
Walter Matthau puts in
some good comedy material, as
might be expected, and Martin
Balsam as Mr. Small is good.
The cast does all right in
general, with the possible
exception of Robert Shaw's
version of the "Great Stone
Face."

by Michael Bankowski
ｾＮｱｴ＠

I CINE
ｌｾ＠

TEXAS CHAINSAW
MASSACRE
-directed by Tobe Hooper
In my never-ending desire
to search far (out) and wide
for cinematic occurrences of
note, your intrepid film
editor was on hand Friday the
Bth for the now infamous first
screening of The Texas Chain
Saw Massacre.
It was showing as a Ｂｳｮ･｡ｾ＠
preview" with Pelham, supra,
and 50 or so patrons who
didn't ｾｮｯｷ＠
what they were
getting into stomped out to
demand their money back.
Come
to think of it, perhaps that's
why I didn't like Pelham.
Even The Exorcist would seem
boring following The Massacre.
The film opens with white
letters on a black background,
narrated in a deadpan tone.
After claiming the story to
be true, it recites that
although the youths involved
died young, "they experienced
more of the mad and the
macabre in that one night than
most people do in a lifetime."
Amen.
The audience hooted a
little at that point, but soon
lapsed into quiet shock.
This film is sick.
From
beginning to end it is filled
with the macabre, the insane,
the true stuff of nightmares.
I posit:
a family of exslaughterhouse employees who
are still enamored of the
sledgehammer -to-the-skull
style of killing, chased
through pitch-black forest by
a 300 lb. fellow dressed in
butcher's apron and mask of
human skin, wielding a roaring
chain-saw, and a house filled
with bones and parts of bodies,
all present rather gruesome
aspects.
The technique of the
director here is more traditional; i.e., he doesn't do
a lot of actual on-camera
presentation of the more
horrible parts.
Rather, he
lets your (now-besieged) imagiｮ｡ｴｩｯｾ＠
fill in the details.
This contrasts markedly
with the recent trend exhibited

by such films as The Exorcist
and Andy Warhol- Paul Morriseys
Frankenstein, where the camera
doesn't miss a drop of blood
nor a disgusting head-swivel
nor (in Frankenstein) intestines dangling out at the
audience in 3-D.
That does not mean, nonetheless, that Hooper softpedals it at all.
Quite the
contrary, he misses not a
single opportunity to inject
some loathsome grotesquerie
into the presentation.
He also throws in a good
deal of humor, in the earliest
stages of the movie, and some
of the little skits are genuinely amusing.
This just
sets you up, however, for the
lBO-degree turnabout which
follows.
It is not used as a
character-developing device,
for the characters simply
don't last long enough to be
developed. It is simply pacing.
Thus
Tobe Hooper sweeps
you along from one near-coronary to the next, and, at
least from the aspect of a
genre film, it is indeed as
frightening as hell.
It is
not for kids, nor the weak of
constitution, what with arm
chairs made of real
arms, a
nubile young ｾ｡ｩ､･ｮ＠
writhing
on a meat hook while her boyfriend is dissected by chain
saw, and other sick things.
If you want a little
horrorific shock, however, the
kind that makes you actually
recoil, then go see Chain Saw
Massacre.
Then, you, too, can
experience " ... more of the mad
and the macabre in that one
night than most people do in
a lifetime."
m.b.
(The Texas Chain Saw Massacre
is-Dow showing at the Market
St. Cinema, Market opp. Jones)
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A CAPITALIST MANIFESTO
-continued-

Hastings Research Service
(cont'd)
deadlines and cost ceilings
Nine out of ten crooks who
are strictly observed.
All
serve in Europe's largest, coassignments are reviewed and
ziest, warmest prison cell go
edited by the Research
straight when they're released,
Services' edi toria1 s taf f
say the German wardens and docbefore being send out.
tors of Tege1 jail in West BerThe low cost of all this
lin, where a remarkable experiservice makes it almost
ment in rehabilitation is taimpossible to resist.
Until
king place.
The cell is 25 ft.
November 1, research time
long, holds four, is carpeted,
will be billed at only $7.50
has paintings, bookshelves,
per hour, and after November
stereo, tape recorder and an
1, time will be billed at $10
electric typewriter.
The door
per hour, a full $7.50 less
is never locked.
Every jailed
than the competition, plus
man there comes from an undernominal charges for typing.
privileged family which doctors
At that rate, a busy attorney
say is the root of his trouble.
can hardly afford not to use
He's regarded not as a prisoner
the Research Services. Since
but as a patient.
"We get prirulings by both state and
soners to do their own thing,
federal tax authorities have
give them a few privileges
held that researchers for
they've never had, even in
the Hastings Research
their own homes," says one of
Services act as independent
the jail doctors, "and there's
contractors, there is no
no doubt about it -- it pays
additional accounting burden
off." (Mi1waultee Journal).
placed upon the attorney in
utilizing the organization,
as would be the case in hiring 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a part-time legal clerk.
Members of the legal
community interested in
taking advantage of this
useful organization should
contact the Hastings
Research Services by mail at
198 McAllister Street, San
Francisco 94102, or by phone
at (415) 864-2721.

CROOKS

In its full-blown version
'
Kelso , s Second Income Plan
would require corporations to
pay all their profits to
stockholders as dividends instead of plowing them back
into new investment, thereby
requiring new stock issues to
get new capital.
People would
purchase this new stock just
as we now buy television sets,
with little or no money down.
And because all the company
profits would come back as
dividends, the earnings from
the stock would be high
enough to meet the monthly
payments.
As Senator Russell Long,
Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee and on the Commerce
Committee, asked about the
trillion dollars in new investment needed to respond to the
energy crisis:
"Who is going
to own all that?
If I have
my way, we'll be moving to see
to it that it will be spread
among the people . . . . "
Or as Carl Madden, chief
economist of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce says, the Kelso
Plan is " ... a quiet evolution
in wealth ownership rather
than the unquiet revolutions
wealth owners have faced too
often in the past,"
And to
quote from the late Charles
deGaulle:
"To stick to wages
alone is to maintain a permanent class struggle. "
Next Issue:

He who shits on the road
will meet flies on his
return.
-Whole Earth Supp.... to laugh at the ludicrous
way life worked - backward,
backward until it was all
unlived and erased.
-Hannah Green, I Never
Promised ｾ＠
ｾ＠
Rose Garden

The Economic
Consequences

PARALLEL SIGHTS: Karma
Life is basically practically
nothing but an infinite
number of unfinished
situations - incomplete
gestalts. -Fritz Per Is-

Don't let your mouth write
no check that yourtail can't
cash.
-Bo Diddley-

WEINSTEIN CO.

119 MARKET ST.
956-4648
615 MARKET ST.
956·4692

ｾ＠

'!ill!

GOLDEN GATE
& LARKIN
771-4194

STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
If you have had any problems
with the student health insurance, please contact Phil
Welch immediately . . . . . . . . · . · · .
Office hours are:
Mon. 10:30-11:30
Wed. 2:30-3:30, Thurs. 10:3011:30. Or call 567-0134
between 11 p.m. and midnight.
I need a file of all ｣ｯｭｰＱ｡ｩｮｴｾ＠
before November 22 if we are
going to get any type of
reasonable coverage.

Originality
•
IS not
one of our
•
virtues.
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ALL WE DO IS COPY. WE MAKE FAST, EXACT,
E(ONOMICAL COPIES FROM YOUR QRIGINALS BY
BOTH OFFSET AND XEROGRAPHIC (BONO PAPER)
PROCESSES ••. AT LOW, LOW PRICES. USUALLY
ON A WHILE-YOU-WAIT BASIS. WHEN YOU NEED
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE, COME IN WITH YOUR
ORIGINALS SO WE CAN SHOW YOU OUR VIRTUES.

SPECIAL RATE FOR HASTINGS STUDENTS

5¢ FOR UNBOUND ORIGINALS
6¢ FOR BOUND ORIGINALS

- BRIEFS
-APPEALS
- DEPOSITIONS
_ CONTRACTS

MUST BRING
STUDENT
BODY CARD
3 LOCATIONS
One

California, Rm. 265
Ph. 391·1370

220 Montgomery-Lobby
Ph. 391-0574
80 Stone$lown. Suit. 111
Ph. 566-{J556

ｾ＠
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FACULTY HIRING

(CONT/D)

Neverthel ess , b eca us e
"revitalization" has b e en
successful, current e mphasis
is on recruitment of younger
faculty.
Professor Niles
seeks people who show potential
as both t e achers and scholars.
His philosophy is that small e r
law schools are the best
recruiting grounds.
As a
policy, the Committee shys
away from those without prior
teaching experience.
Feeling is strong that
younger recruitments should
"fill ｧｾｰｳＢＬ＠
current or anticipated.
Thus, there is a
current search for prospects
in criminal law, headed by a
special subcommittee.
Ideally,
according to Professors Niles
and O'Brien, a balance can be
struck between over and under
65 members in any given field.
To offset poor judgment,
most hirees are brought to
Hastings on a "v I siting", or
one-year trial basis.
Student
evaluations play a recognized
role in decisions to keep or
terminate the stay of a professor at Hastings.
No real "system" has yet

b ee n d e v e lop e d for faculty
hiring.
Many oth e r sc hool s
hav e d e v e lop e d e laborat e
hiring syst e ms, with stronger
faculty input and say.
Neverthel e s s , the current Committee
evid e nces a desire to develop
s uch a system.
The next few
years will attest to their
s u c c e ss.
Related to the question
of hiring is that of retiring
65 Club members.
The Board
of Directors passed a resolution for retirement at 78,
with subsequent retention at
the Dean's discretion.
Professors Sullivan and Niles
strongly support a 75 year
retirement age, with term-byterm evaluation after that.
Women and minorlty recruitment is under active
consideration.
The main
obstacle,
according to
Professor O'Brien, is the high
level
competition for women
and minority faculty among all
the major law schools in the
country.
In addition, the
standards of prior teaching
experience and some legal
reputation work against those
able applicants who do not
meet that criteria.
O' ,Brien said

LOWEST AIRFARES TO EUROPE
Via Pan Am Travel Group Charters
From San Francisco and Los Angeles
• Flights are available to the general public • No clubs to join •
• No added membership fees • Individual or group bookings accepted •

-

SAN FRANCISCO - LONDON - SAN FRANCISCO

FLT, # DEPART
0317 MAR 17
0331
MAR 31
0408 APR 08
0414 APR 14
0421
APR 21
0429 APR 29
0506 MAY 06
0512 MAY 12
0519 MAY 19
0520 MAY 20
0528 MAY 28
0609 JUN 09
0610 JUN 10
0613 JUN 13
0616 JUN 16
0617 JUN 17
0618 JUN 18
0620 JUN 20
0623 JUN 23
0624 JUN 24
0625 JUN 25
0627 JUN 27
0630 JUN 30
0701
JUL 01
0702 JUL 02
0707 JUL 07
0711
JUL 11
0714 JUL 14
0715 JUL 15
0716 JUL 16
0721
JUL 21
0722 JUL 22
0728 JUL 28
0729 JUL 29
0805 AUG 05
0806 AUG 06
0813 AUG 13
0818 AUG 18

RETURN
MAR 31
APR 21
APR 29
MAY 12
MAY 06
MAY 20
MAY 19
JUN 09
JUN 13
JUN 10
JUN 25
JUN 23
JUL 07
JUL 04
JUL 15
SEP 01
AUG 25
AUG 29
JUL 14
JUL 22
AUG 15
AUG 08
AUG 06
AUG 05
AUG 01
JUL 29
JUL 25
JUL 28
AUG 13
SEP 10
AUG 12
AUG 19
AUG 18
SEP 02
AUG 27
SEP 05
SEP 09
SEP 03

BASE
DAYS FARE
15
22
22
29
16
22
14
29
26
22
29
15
28
22
30
77

69
71
22
29
52
43
38
36

31
23
15
15
30
57
23
29
22
36
23
31
28
17

$409
419
419
419
419
419
419
419
419
419
429
429
429
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439

439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439

LOS ANGELES - LONDON - LOS ANGELES

BASE
RETURN
DAYS FARE
0317
MAR 31
15
$409
0331
APR 21
22
419
0408
APR 29
22
419
0414
MAY 12
29
419
0421
MAY 06
16
419
0429
MAY 20
22
419
0506
MAY 19
14
419
0512
JUN 09
29
419
0518
JUN 08
22
419
0525
JUN 15
22
419
0601
JUN 29
29
429
0608
JUN 22
15
429
0615
JUL 06
22
439
0619
AUG 28
71
439
0622 ｊｕｎ
ｾ＠ 22
JUL 13
22
439
0626 JUN 26
AUG 21
57
439
0629 JUN 29
JUL 20
22
439
0703 JUL 03
AUG 14
439
43
0706 JUL 06
AUG 03
29
439
0713 JUL 13
JUL 27
15
439
0720 JUL 20
AUG 10
22
439
0727 JUL 27
AUG 24
439
29
0803 AUG 03
AUG 17
15
439
0810 AUG 10
AUG 31
22
439
0814 AUG 14
SEP 09
22
439
0817 AUG 17
SEP 18
33
439
0821
AUG 21
SEP 07
18
439
.-tus 17 more ftights *OUfIh 1he end of 1I7S

FLT,

#

DEPART
MAR 17
MAR 31
APR 08
APR 14
APR 21
APR 29
MAY 06
MAY 12
MAY 18
MAY 25
JUN 01
JUN 08
JUN 15
JUN 19

All prices, based upon tariffs on file with the Civil Aeronautics
Board , are firm and will only be changed if the CAB mandates
increases, whi ch would apply to all charter flights to Europe .
Flights must be booked at least 62 days prior to departures. Base
prices are predicated upon 100% occupancy and are subject to
proportional increases depending on final number of passengers.
However, according to law, base prices may not be increased by
more than 20 % of minimum fares listed above . Add $3 .00 U .S.
Departure Tax and $1 .90 London Arrival Tax to the price of all
flights.
.

Plus 2S more flights through the end of 1975
Special low-cost, quality tours to all parts of Europe,
Russia, Greece, Israel and Egypt are available, Tours are
scheduled to fit in with dates of listed charter flights .

Call us at 14151

392-0181

--------------------------------INFORMATION PLEASE
Please send additional information, complete schedule and reservation form for all flights and tours:
Name . ...... ... .... . . . .. .. . .. . . ... . .. . .. . ....... .. ... . .. .. ........... . . .. .... .. . . .........
Address .... . . . .. . . . .. . .. . ... .. .... . .. .... ... . .... .. ... . . .... . .... .. . . . .. . ... . .. . ...... . . . .
City , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , " State , , , , , , , , , _, , Lip "" '"
Mail to: EIIPIIU! TRAVEL Sl!RVICI! 995 tqrket StI'Ml SaIl FlM(:iaco, c.llfornla 94103

hiring wi ll notably in crease
in the co min g fe w y e ar s.
P rofess o r Ni l es , as Chai
ma n th is y e ar, will pl a y an
influ en ti a l role in hiring
p olicy and e mphasi s.
In hi s mind, Hastings'
future role in the legal
community demands careful
s c rutiny in current hiring.
Th e proposed Law Center,
according to Niles, should be
a center for graduate study
and professional involvement
within the legal community.
Thus, he stresses a highstandard view to potential
faculty members.
Young recruitments, as
stated before, must not only
show teaching ability, but
must be legal scholars as well
Ideally, at 65, according to
Niles, they would meet the
standard of scholarly excellence and repute of current
65 Club members.
He is wary
of teaching popularity when
not buttressed with scholarly
pursuits.
Niles commends Dean Ander
son's cooperative spirit,
noting he's much less "bossy"
than Niles was as former Dean
of NYU.
Nevertheless, Dean
Anderson remains a dominant
force in faculty hiring and
recruitment.
He is responsible for many contacts, hirees,
and all adjunct faculty.
It
would be misleading to underplay his continuing strong
role.
Dean Anderson sees his
role in hiring as a "catalyst"
ｷｯｲｾｩｮｧ＠
in "an arena of
persuasion and deliberation"
with the Faculty Appointments
Committee.
Dean Anderson
receives applications and
forwards a select number of
them to the Committee with
comments and recommendations.
"The Faculty Appointments
Committee is very sensitive to
my views," Dean Anderson
stated," but, on the other
hand, there have been times
when my views have not prevailed.
This doesn't bother
ｭ･ｾ＠

When Dean Anderson became
Dean in 1964, Hastings had
eighteen faculty, including
adjunct faculty, for 1020
students and 36 courses.
He
broke the 65 Club monopoly"
because he felt it was good foi
the Club itself, and because
he felt students erroneously
attributed many problems to the
age of their professors. The
resulting "danger of two
faculties", he feels, has
disappeared, partly because of
the morning faculty coffee
hour, which he also instituted.
Through applications,
word of mouth, and deliberate
searches, the Dean and the
Appointments Committee will be
zeroing in on hiring in the
months and years to come.
For
maximum effectiveness, the
search must be systematized and
more aggressive than in prior
years.
Hastings has been in
a state of rapid transition,
where names alone can no longer be relied upon to sustain
Hastings' reputation as a
quality institution.
There is
some evidence that the decisioc
makers recognize this.
They
will have to prove it by their
actions.

